Feature Spotlight

EXTENDED BIT DEPTH
Upgrade your image quality

Discover new levels of dynamic range with Extended Bit Depth
from Brompton Technology – a feature that unlocks higher PWM bit
depth output with a free firmware update. Up to 3.3 additional bits
of precision improve low-brightness performance – reducing visual
artefacts and bringing out additional detail and nuance in dark areas of
the image. This substantial increase in dynamic range will be invaluable
when reproducing HDR content or working with LED on-camera.
NORMAL BIT DEPTH

EXTENDED BIT DEPTH

Smoother
Greyscales
Minimum
brightness:
0.530 Nits

Additional
Dynamic Range
Minimum
brightness:
0.053 Nits

Performance at 0.05% brightness with Dark Magic disabled, illustrating PWM bit depth improvement:
Frame grab from camera footage of 2000 Nits panels running at just 1 Nit.
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It is not often you get something for nothing, but now you can benefit from higher PWM bit depth
output thanks to a free firmware update. Extended Bit Depth is available for all existing and new panels
containing the Brompton R2 and R2+ receiver cards.
It enables reproduction of HDR content up to 10 times darker than previously possible, all achieved
without compromising peak brightness for HDR highlights. Extended Bit Depth typically offers two to
three stops of additional dynamic range on camera and can be used in conjunction with our Dark Magic
and ShutterSync® features.

UNLOCK HIGHER BIT DEPTHS
With Extended Bit Depth you can unlock up to 3.3
additional bits of precision depending on panel
capabilities, the video frame rate and camera
shutter angle being used.
For example, a panel running at 24 fps with a
camera shutter angle of 180° might offer an
additional 2.3 bits of PWM precision, giving five
times the number of achievable brightness levels
at the low end, with 125 times the number of
achievable colours.

ACHIEVE PEAK IMAGE QUALITY

NORMAL BIT DEPTH

EXTENDED BIT DEPTH

The benefits of Extended Bit Depth are most obvious
at low and ultra-low brightness levels – it brings out
additional detail and nuances in dark areas of the
image while also reducing visual artefacts.
In comparison with panels not using the feature,
panels with Extended Bit Depth enabled are
noticeably smoother and show more detail.

Performance at 1% brightness: Camera footage of 2000 Nits
panels running at just 20 Nits.

GET MORE FROM YOUR HDR CONTENT
With Extended Bit Depth, you can reproduce HDR content up to 10 times darker than previously possible.
When configured for use on camera with a shutter angle of 180°, calibrated measurements confirm that
a typical 2160 Nits panel using Extended Bit Depth and Dark Magic can render brightness levels as low as
0.00024 Nits – a mere 0.000011% of the peak brightness.
Extended Bit Depth does not reduce the peak brightness of the panel, thus HDR highlights can still be
displayed to their full potential, resulting in a contrast ratio of over 9,000,000 : 1 and over 23 stops of
dynamic range.
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USE WITH SHUTTERSYNC® FOR MORE LIGHT AND DETAIL
Extended Bit Depth is fully compatible with ShutterSync® and typically offers two to three stops of additional
dynamic range on camera, a massive advantage when filming an LED screen displaying dark, shadowy
content.
The additional range can also be used to achieve brighter, more realistic lighting, because the camera
exposure can be increased substantially when using Extended Bit Depth, making the panels, and any
lighting from them, appear much brighter on camera.
This is possible without revealing dithering artefacts in dark areas of the image, which can occur when
running panels without the benefit of Extended Bit Depth.
Further advantages of reduced dithering artefacts at low brightness are the additional latitude to boost
shadow detail during the grading process, plus the camera can focus more sharply on the LED screen
without revealing dithering, allowing more background detail to be captured in the first place.
This all adds up to a compelling boost in performance for ICVFX and other LED on-camera applications.

Brompton Technology is the market leader in LED video processing for live events, film and television. Its Tessera system sets the standard for the industry
and is used on everything from huge global world tours to pioneering virtual production and XR studios. Based in London, the brand is known worldwide and
respected for the quality and reliability of its products and its exceptional technical support. More information can be found at www.bromptontech.com.
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